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Session Title:

Abstract

Powder Arousal and
The White Heat Project

Does skiing powder make you smile? Does it make you feel
good? Do these feelings impact your decision making? This last
question was the focus of a pilot project we conducted last
winter. Our aim was to examine the effect of powder arousal,
also known as “powder fever” on our willingness to take risk
and violate social norms in the backcountry. This project is part
of the larger "White Heat Project" a 4-year research project
funded by the Norwegian Research Council to analyze
motivating factors behind risk-taking in avalanche terrain, with a
special focus on social factors.

Presenter
Jordy Hendrikx

Speaker Bio
Jordy Hendrikx is an associate professor and the Director of the
Snow & Avalanche Laboratory in the Department of Earth
Sciences at Montana State University in Bozeman, Montana.
He also works as a snow and avalanche consultant for
Dynamic Avalanche Consulting in Canada. Jordy has spent the
last 20 years working on snow and avalanche projects in the
mountains around the world, from Antarctica to the Arctic. He
has published numerous peer-reviewed articles related to
snow, avalanches, decision making, risk and climate change in
a range of international journals. His most recent work focuses
on ways to think about risk, considering terrain, humandimensions, and decision making, to help reduce avalanche
fatalities.
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Abstract

New insight into how
recreationists use and
understand avalanche
forecasts

Over the last three winters, the avalanche research team at
Simon Fraser University has conducted a series of qualitative
and quantitative studies to better understand backcountry
users’ avalanche bulletin perceptions, skills and practices.
Participation from the US community has been fantastic, and
our analyses have revealed a lot of interesting insight. In this
presentation, we will share our latest results on how people
perceive and use the danger scale, and how the format of the
avalanche problem information affects people’s ability to use it.

Authors
Pascal Haegeli (presenter),
Katie Fisher & Abby Morgan
Simon Fraser University
Avalanche Research Program
Vancouver, BC

Speaker Bio
Pascal Haegeli is an assistant professor at Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver, Canada, where he holds the NSERC
Industrial Research Chair in Avalanche Risk Management. He
manages a team of ten graduate students with whom he
conducts applied research at the interface between the natural
and social sciences to help recreationists and avalanche
professionals making better decisions when travelling in
avalanche terrain.
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Managing Avalanche
Risk Over a MultiWeek Ski Traverse:
A Practitioners
Experience

Abstract
This presentation goes through some potential
avalanche-related challenges encountered on long
and remote ski traverses, a few case studies of the
author’s close calls, and finally the methods she has
employed to deal with managing avalanche risk after
these experiences.

Presenter
Martina Halik

Speaker Bio
Martina has worked in the avalanche industry for
15 winters as a ski patroller and a ski guide, and
currently is a lead avalanche technician for
Avalanche Canada’s North Rockies Field Team. In
2017 she completed a 5.5 month long ski traverse
through the Coast Mountains of BC and Alaska and
in the spring of 2020 she completed a 6 week long
traverse through the Northern Rockies.
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Session Title:
Life and Death in the
Silver Mountain
Avalanche Accident
Panelists
Ken Scott - Survivor
Jeff Thompson - Rescue Leader
Rebecca Hurlen-Patano - Survivor

Managing avalanche risk is a factor we all accept when
traveling in the backcountry. But when a powder day at
the local resort calls, most skiers and riders never give
avalanche hazard a second thought, relying on skilled
ski patrollers and their mitigation efforts to keep us safe.
But avalanches are an inherent risk of the sport, even
inside the resort boundaries. On January 7th, 2020 is a
case study in tragedy and extreme survival at Silver
Mountain. Hear firsthand accounts from 2 survivors and
a rescue professional who were part of the avalanche
where 8 people where caught, 5 fully buried and 3 were
killed.
Jeff Thompson
Jeff gained most of his Avalanche Education and
experience in the central mountains of Colorado. After
graduating from Colorado Mountain College with a Ski
Area Operations degree, Jeff joined Beaver Creek Ski
Patrol and served as the Head of Snow Safety for many
years. He has taught many Avalanche courses as well.
After 20 years in CO Jeff and his family moved to north
Idaho where he took the job as the Director of the Idaho
Panhandle Avalanche Center. In the winter, when Jeff
isn’t working for IPAC, he also spends time ski patrolling
at Schweitzer Mountain, and working with avalanche
rescue dogs. When Jeff is not playing in the snow he
can usually be found with his daughter on a desert river,
camping in the woods or biking some singletrack.
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Ken Scott - Survivor
Jeff Thompson - Rescue Leader
Rebecca Hurlen-Patano - Survivor

Rebecca Hurlen-Patano is the co-owner of DOMA Coffee
Roasting Company located in Post Falls, Idaho. DOMA is
known for roasting qualitycoffee, a commitment to
supporting organic farming and creative packaging design.
Rebecca has a passion for ethical business practices,
fostering acooperative working environment and refining
what it means to use the profitsof business for good and not
evil.
When not working in the design department, her time is
spent in the mountains, on the lake or the yoga matt. Skiing
at Silver Mountain, Lookout Pass and Schweitzer Resort
when the fog lifts. A lifetime alpine skier since age 3,
Rebecca grew up in the Cascade mountains of Washington
state. Moving to the dryer and higher climes of Utah after
college, she ski bummed for a decade. Making Park City
her home and working all the jobs a young person needed
to in order to acquire a ski pass, pay rent and find some
boards to ride. (210cm Atomics needing a base repair, ok?
Seems a bit long for a 5’6’ 120lb girl, but sure, They’re free
right? Heck yeah, I’ll take em!). She has had a lifelong
interest in safety awareness and survival, ranging from the
sea to the mountains. Being aware, and competent leads to
safety, but never did she think that this awareness would
play out the way it has. I just wanted to be a good skier.
Always. I am still working on that dream.
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Panelists
Ken Scott - Survivor
Jeff Thompson - Rescue Leader
Rebecca Hurlen-Patano - Survivor

Started skiing at age 12 after begging for skis for 6
years. Started working in the ski industry the winter of
89/90. I started at Stevens pass as a lift operator. 12
years at Stevens in Lift Operations, Ski Patrol, trail
crew and Ski School. I also spent 5 years at Mission
Ridge with Ski School and Ski Patrol, 2 years at Hyak
Ski Area on Ski Patrol, 3 seasons with Rossignol as
the snowboard two for south Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming, 4 seasons with Elan skis as the rep for
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Alaska.
I have been a Silver Mountain season pass holder for
4 seasons and after the incident I was a ski instructor
at Big Sky. My previous Ski Patrol work included
avalanche mitigation as a part of my job. I have
worked in high avalanche risk environments. I have
seen friends injured and killed in the line of work and
off the clock.
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